**Accessories:**
- Charcoal filter 5Z9101X1

**Features:**
- Wall hood
- Stainless steel black lacquered
- Equipment:
  - Stainless steel painted black
  - For ceiling mounting above cooking islands
  - Optional exhaust air or recirculation operation
  - Fan power 4-stage (3 power levels + 1 intensive stage)
  - Adjustable by remote control
  - Intensive stages with automatic reset
  - High, freely controllable fan output
  - Powerful and quiet blower
  - Uniform, bright illumination with 2 × 4.1 W LED modules
  - Illuminance: 270 lux
  - Color temperature: 4000 K preset
  - Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe

**Dimensions H × W × D**
- Unit dimensions exhaust air: 90.0 - 100.0 × 140.0 × 60.0 cm
- Unit dimensions circulating air: 94.5 - 120.0 × 140.0 × 60.0 cm

**Consumption and connection values:**
- Voltage: 220 - 240 V
- Total connected load: 208.2 W
- Energy efficiency class: A*
- Fan efficiency class: A*
- Lighting efficiency class: A*
- Grease filter efficiency class: B*
- Noise min. / max. normal level: 48 / 64 dB*
- Fats power max. normal stage / intensive stage*:
  - with exhaust air operation: 527 m³/h / 650 m³/h
  - for recirculation operation: 380 m³/h / 480 m³/h
- Equipment:
  - Stainless steel painted black
  - For ceiling mounting above cooking islands
  - Optional exhaust air or recirculation operation
  - Fan power 4-stage (3 power levels + 1 intensive stage)
  - Adjustable by remote control
  - Intensive stages with automatic reset
  - High, freely controllable fan output
  - Powerful and quiet blower
  - Uniform, bright illumination with 2 × 4.1 W LED modules
  - Illuminance: 270 lux
  - Color temperature: 4000 K preset
  - Metal grease filter, dishwasher safe

**Available colour variations:**
- EAN-Nr.: 4251003103991
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- Color temperature: 4000 K preset
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